Make the task of topping up the header tanks
on a PulsaCoil appliance easier with the new

Easifil system

The new Easifil system
Gledhill Response are pleased to inform
residents that a safe solution to making the task
of topping up the header tanks on a PulsaCoil
appliance easier has been developed.
It is now simply a matter of pushing a button on
the wall, installed in a position to suit yourself,
without the inconvenience of climbing up step
ladders or onto chairs.
Where a sight glass is not already fitted to the
header tank, one will be included in the price,
so that the level of the water held inside is
clearly visible.**

How does it work?
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The Easifil button is connected to the mains
cold water supply by a length of pipework. This
is installed at an easy to reach location within
the cupboard.
From the Easifil button, the pipework is then
connected to the header tank through a
conventional ball valve. The ball valve acts as a
safety device, ensuring the header tank cannot
be overfilled. If the water level in the header
tank becomes low, which is easily monitored
through the sight glass fitted to the side of the
tank, simply press the Easifil button until the
water level reaches the correct level. Releasing
the button automatically cuts off the water
supply.
Contact a member of the Gledhill Response
team on the number shown below.

The Easifil system is available
for a cost of £180 inclusive of VAT*
* The above price is based on a typical property where work can usually be completed within an approximate 50 minute period
and no more than 2 metres of pipework is required. Any additional cost will be outlined and agreed prior to work being commenced.
** A free of charge sight glass installation on metal header tanks is subject to the tank condition.
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